Chapter 2

Fuzzy Queries

Abstract The goal of database queries is to separate relevant tuples from nonrelevant ones. The common way to realize such a query is to formulate a logical
condition. In classical queries, we use crisp conditions to describe tuples we are
looking for. According to the condition, a relational database management system
returns a list of records. However, user’s preferences in what should be retrieved, are
often vague or imprecise. These preferences can be expressed in atomic conditions
and/or between them. For example, the meaning of a query: find municipalities with
small population density and altitude about 1000 m above sea level can be understood at the first glance. The linguistic terms clearly suggest that there is a smooth
transition between acceptable and unacceptable records. This chapter is focused on
the construction of fuzzy sets, the aggregations functions and the issues of fuzzy
logic in queries which should not be attenuated.

2.1 From Crisp to Fuzzy Queries
In order to work with the main topic of this chapter, brief introduction to relational
databases and relational algebra is desirable. Relational databases are further examined in Chap. 5.
A relational database consists of relations (tables). We should emphasize that
tables and relations are synonyms. The table is a suitable representation of relation.
The relation schema has the following structure [38]:
R(A1 : D1 , ..., An : Dn ),

(2.1)

where R is the name of relation, e.g. MUNICIPALITY or CUSTOMER (in order
to keep notation consistent throughout the book, relations in database are written
with capital letters), Ai is the i-th attribute (i = 1, ..., n), often called column (e.g.
unemployment rate) and Di is the domain of attribute Ai defining a set of all possible values which could be assigned to records (e.g. interval [0, 100] for the above
mentioned attribute). In case of attributes like sales the domain is set of positive real
numbers. A record is represented by row and often called tuple. A relation instance
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of a given relation schema is a set of tuples stored in a table. Hence, the term “relation
instance” is abbreviated to relation or table. Each tuple r j ( j = 1, ..., m) consists of
the attributes’ values in the following way:


r j = (d1 j , ..., dn j ) | (d1 j ∈ D1 , ..., dn j ∈ Dn ) ,

(2.2)

where di j is the value of the tuple r j corresponding to the attribute Ai . The letter t
is usually used in literature to express database tuple. In this book letter t is used for
t-norms. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, t-norm is marked with letter t and
database tuple with letter r (record) throughout the book.
To clarify the understanding of relations to level required for queries, let us show
one illustrative example.
Example 2.1 The relation MUNICIPALITY(#id, name, number_of_inhabitants,
area, altitude, pollution) is represented in Table 2.1.
For instance, third tuple is expressed as vector (2.2):

r3 = {(3, Mun3, 810, 1030, 625, 0.20)}.
A query against a collection of data stored in database provides a formal description
of the tuples of interest to user posing this query [30]. The Structured Query Language
(SQL) is a standard query language for relational databases [13]. SQL was initially
introduced in [11]. Since then, SQL has been used in many relational databases for
managing data (insert, modify, delete, retrieve). The use of SQL may be regarded as
one of the major reasons for the success of relational databases in the commercial
world [45].
SQL has the following basic structure:
SELECT [distinct]attributes FROM r elations WHERE condition (2.3)
In the traditional (crisp) SQL condition a tuple can either fully satisfy the intent of a
query Q c , or not. Other options do not exist. In the set theory we can express set of
crisp answers in the following way:
A Q c = {(r, ϕ(r )) | r ∈ R ∧ ϕ(r ) = 1} ,

(2.4)

where ϕ(r ) = 1 indicates that the selected tuple r meets the query criterion and R
states for the queried relation. Therefore, it is not necessary to write the answer as
an ordered pair (tuple, matching degree).
Example 2.2 An example of crisp SQL query is:
SELECT name
FROM municipality
WHERE altitude < 250 and pollution > 20.
This query returns two municipalities (Mun 2 and Mun 3) from the relation shown
in Table 2.1.

2.1 From Crisp to Fuzzy Queries
Table 2.1 Relation MUNICIPALITY in a database
#Ida
Name
Number_of_inhab.
1
2
3
4
a#

Mun 1
Mun 2
Mun 3
Mun 4

1550
1790
810
5810
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Area

Altitude

Pollution

2536
7995
1030
8030

251
248
625
126

19.93
20.50
0.20
60.00

represents the primary key, i.e. attribute(s) which unambiguously identify tuple

The result of the query is shown in graphical mode in Fig. 2.1. Values 20 and 250
delimit the space of retrieved data. Small squares stands for municipalities. From the
graphical interpretation it is evident that two tuples (circled), although share almost
the same values of both attributes, are separated (one is selected, whereas another is
not).

If SQL is used for solving this problem, the relaxation would have to be done in
the following way [12]:
SELECT name
FROM municipality
WHERE pollution > 20 − l1 and altitude < 250 + l2
where parameters l1 and l2 are used to expand the initial query condition in order to
select records that almost meet the query condition. However, this approach has two
disadvantages [12]. First, the meaning of the initial query is diluted (e.g. instead of
altitude < 250 we have altitude < 260, if l1 = 10) in order to capture adjacent
tuples situated just beyond the border of the initial query. The meaning of the query is

Fig. 2.1 Crisp query condition: WHERE altitude < 250 and pollution > 20
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changed and the adjacent tuples satisfy the condition in the same way as initial ones.
Second, a problem arises from the question: what about tuples that are very close to
satisfy the new expanded query? Should we add another relaxation of query? In this
way more data from the database are selected, but the initial intent of the query is
lost [24].
The other option is adjusting the select clause in the following way:
SELECT name, altitude, (iif altitude < 250, 1, iif(altitude > 250 and altitude < 260,
(260 - altitude) / 10), 0)) as matching degree
In this way, the structure of the select clause is a bit complicated, even though
only one attribute is relaxed. If further attributes were added, then the clause would
become almost illegible, e.g.
SELECT name, altitude, (iif altitude < 250, 1, iif(altitude > 250 and altitude < 260,
(260 - altitude)/10),0)) as m1, pollution, iif(pollution > 20, 1, iif(pollution > 17 and
pollution < 20, (pollution - 17)/3, 0)) as m2, min(m1, m2) as matching degree
If we would like to use further possibilities of fuzzy logic such as different t-norms
or non-linear fuzzy sets, then rewriting the select clause is a complicated task which
may eventuate in higher occurrence of errors.
SQL is optimized to query relational databases. In this chapter the core of SQL
remains intact and the extension is done to fuzzify the imprecise conditions. Adding
flexibility to SQL meets requirements for flexible queries and increases effectiveness
of the whole querying process.
The main reason for using fuzzy set theory to make querying more flexible is
discussed in [15] and advocated in [27]. Firstly, fuzzy sets provide a better description
of data requested by user. For example, the meaning of a query: select customers
having high turnover and short payment delay can be understood at the first glance.
Secondly, linguistic terms are clearly suggesting that there is a smooth transition
between acceptable and unacceptable tuples. In fuzzy queries, some tuples definitely
match the condition, some certainly not and some match to a certain degree.
Similarly to SQL query structure (2.3), the basic structure of fuzzy query is the
following [5]:
SELECT [distinct]attributes FROM r elations WHERE  f uzzy condition
(2.5)
Hence, the fuzzy query returns a fuzzy relation (a subrelation of the initial database
relation) consisting of set of tuples that satisfy the fuzzy condition and respective
matching degrees. The set of answers to fuzzy query A Q f could be written in the
following way:
(2.6)
A Q f = {(r, μ(r )) | r ∈ R ∧ μ(r ) > 0}

2.1 From Crisp to Fuzzy Queries
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In fuzzy queries we distinguish preferences inside atomic conditions and between
them. The former is expressed by constructing fuzzy sets which correspond to users’
needs; the latter is realized by aggregations.
Presumably, the first attempt to fuzzify SQL-like queries is [42]. It fuzzifies the
where clause in order to make possible to use vague terms similar to natural language.
The aggregation was realized by the minimum t-norm (1.47) for the and connective
and by the maximum s-norm (1.59) for the or connective. It was the inspiration
for practical realizations of fuzzy queries. One of the first practical realizations of
flexible queries is FQUERY, an add-in that extends the MS Access’s querying capabilities with the linguistic terms inside the where clause [28]. SQLf [5, 6] is a more
comprehensive fuzzy extension of SQL queries. SQLf extends SQL by incorporating
fuzzy predicates in the where clause as well as supports, among others, subqueries
inside the fuzzified where clause and fuzzy joins. The Fuzzy Query Language (FQL)
[47] extends SQL queries with fuzzy condition inside the where clause in the usual
way and adds other two clauses which provide additional functionality: weight and
threshold.
Flexible querying is still an active field for research either in adding further flexibility such as the fuzzification of the group by clause [9], conversion from fuzzy
to crisp queries [24], dealing with the empty and overabundant answer problems
[7, 40] and user-friendly graphical interface [39]. An exhaustive source of flexible
preference querying is [34].

2.2 Construction of Fuzzy Sets for Flexible Conditions
Generally, there are two main aspects for constructing fuzzy sets. In the first aspect,
users define the parameters of each fuzzy set according to their opinion. This way
gives them freedom to choose parameters (a, b, m, m 1 , m 2 ) depicted in Figures (1.5,
1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10). Nevertheless, in this approach users are asked to set more
crisp values than in classical query (e.g. two crisp values to clarify the meaning of
term small (1.22), whereas in the classical query user assigns only one value, e.g.
attribute A < a). This problem can be mitigated by adjusting fuzzy sets parameters by
moving sliders (on interfaces) over the domain of attribute to set ideal and acceptable
values [39] rather than filling input fields with crisp numbers, for example.
Let Dmin and Dmax be the lowest and the highest possible domain values of a
numeric attribute A, i.e. Dom(A) = [Dmin , Dmax ] and L and H be the lowest and
the highest values in the current content of a database, respectively. The domains
of attributes should be defined during the database design process in a way that all
theoretically possible values can be stored. For the attribute describing the daily
frequency of a measured phenomenon during the year (e.g. number of days with
temperature below 0 ◦ C), the domain is the [0, 365] interval of integers. In practice,
the real values could be far from the Dmin and Dmax values; that is, [L , H ] ⊆
[Dmin , Dmax ]. This means that only part of the domain contains data. For the attribute
describing the number of inhabitants, the domain is theoretically the whole set of
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natural numbers (N), but stored values are far from the infinity (∞). If user is not
aware of these facts, the query might easily end up as empty or overabundant. This
fact should be considered in defining not only query conditions, but also inference
rules and data summarizing sentences.
The second aspect deals with the dynamic modelling fuzzy sets parameters over
the domains of attributes. In the first step values of L and H are retrieved from a
database. These parameters are used to create fuzzy sets for attributes included in
the query condition.
The modelling of fuzzy sets parameters depends on the type and purpose of the
fuzzy query (dependable or undependable atomic conditions). In this section several
approaches are examined. In the next sections suitable ways for particular tasks are
discussed.
If collected data are more or less uniformly distributed in the domain, then the
uniform domain covering method [44] can be applied. Otherwise, the statistical
mean-based method [44] or the logarithmic transformation of respective domains
[25] can be used.
An appropriate method could be chosen by users or mined from the data. In the
first case, users could rely on their knowledge, common sense, attainments about
examined entities (e.g. territorial units or customers), and knowledge of physical
laws. Let us demonstrate this aspect on the municipal database. For attributes like the
number of inhabitants, the choice may be the logarithmic transformation or statistical
mean-based algorithm, because the database contains a few big municipalities and
majority of smaller ones. In the case of attributes like water or gas consumption
per inhabitant, users could assume that the uniform domain covering method is an
appropriate option.
In the second case, per-computation (performing an initial computation before
run the main task) of data summary on attributes is used to reveal the information
about distribution of data. In this way the single scan of database provides relevant
information about relative cardinality [40].
In the book we use the uniform domain covering method. The parameters for the
linguistic terms are created by calculating the cores and slopes in the following way
[44]:
ε=

1
(H − L)
8

(2.7)

θ=

1
(H − L)
4

(2.8)

when the linguistic variable is divided into three terms. Thereafter, it is easy to
calculate required parameters shown in Fig. 2.2 for a particular fuzzy set. If it
is a requirement for more fuzzy sets (e.g. five sets: very small, small, medium,
high, very high, Fig. 1.17) these sets can be straightforwardly constructed adjusting
1
1
(H − L) and θ = (H − L).
ε=
14
7
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Fig. 2.2 Linguistic variable uniformly distributed over an attribute domain by three fuzzy sets

Uncertainty of belonging to a set is expressed by ε. The flat segment defined by
θ express clear belonging to a set. If uncertainty decreases, the value of ε decreases.
In the extreme situation, i.e. ε = 0 we got the classical partitioning of the attribute’s
domain.
Example 2.3 An institution analysing usage of water is interested to find municipalities which have small water consumption per inhabitants in cm3 . For this task the
granularity to three fuzzy sets should be sufficient.
Let a simple SQL:
SELECT max(WaterConsumpt) as L, min(WaterConsumpt) as H
FROM municipality
reveals: L = 0.63 and H = 389.22. Straightforwardly, applying (2.7) and (2.8)
only parameters for the fuzzy set small are calculated, that is, A = 97.7775 and
B = 146.35125.
Therefore, we got m 2 = A = 97.7775 and b = B = 146.35125 in order to keep
the notation in accordance to the notation in Sect. 1.2.2. Afterwards, user can either
modify these parameters or run a query with the suggested ones. In case of the latter,
the where clause is:
WHERE WaterConsumpt < 146.35125.
This condition ensures that all tuples which fully or partially meet the condition are
selected for the second step: calculating matching degrees.

Another approach for constructing fuzzy sets is presented in [27] to support fuzzy
queries such as select municipalities where number of warm days is much lower than
number of days with snow coverage. The intervals [L , H ] of each database attribute
are transformed into the [−10, 10] interval of real numbers. In the case of condition
like altitude above sea level is small and number of inhabitants is high, attributes’
values can be also transformed into the [−10, 10] interval, if the data distribution
is more or less uniform. In this case, fuzzy sets small, medium, high can be created
using ε = 3.3 and θ = 6.6.
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These linear shapes of membership functions, although very suitable for fuzzy
queries, constitute only a small subset of the all possible shapes of membership
functions. Discussion about other ones can be found in, e.g. [17, 32].
Both aspects of constructing fuzzy sets parameters can be merged. In the first
step, parameters of fuzzy sets are calculated from the current content of database. In
the second step, users are able to modify these parameters, if they are not satisfied
with the suggested ones. Obviously, the user can obtain tentative information about
the stored data before running a query. The querying process could become more
tedious, but on the other hand, it might save computation time from running queries
which return empty sets. In case when suggested parameters are far from the user’s
expectations, user has two options: (i) to quit the query process knowing that there is
no data that satisfy the query condition; (ii) to accept or slightly modify the suggested
parameters. The assistance for constructing fuzzy sets parameters should be optional
for users.
The topic of construction of fuzzy sets is covered by vast literature, mainly in
fuzzy systems. We should be careful when we consider constructing fuzzy sets for
queries, due to the following reasons [20]:
• In fuzzy inference systems fuzzy sets should cover the whole domains of attributes
in order to properly control or classify all possible occurrences of input attributes.
On the contrary, queries select a subset of data which might be relevant for users.
• If the goal is to develop an easy to use and less demanding tool (a web application
for the broad audience, for example), then the fuzzification process should be as
simple as possible. It means that, sophisticated approaches like neural networks
or genetic algorithms should be avoided.
• In queries, where answer to the first part of query influences adjusting the second
part of query we have to rapidly and efficiently construct fuzzy sets for dependable
attributes during the querying process.
In addition, the fuzzification step can be improved by mining parameters from the
recorded history, if application keeps user’s preferences. During the next attempt for
similar query, the application offers parameters of fuzzy sets from the recorded user’s
history. The second option is recommending parameters according to the parameters
used by similar users, e.g. if a 22-year-old student from the Eastern Europe searches
for a hotel, then the procedure could approximately guess meanings of terms related to
the price and room size from other similar students. The main drawback is keeping
the user’s history and building recommendations. On the other hand, this way is
more tailored to users and may attract them. Anyway, finding suitable options for
each application should be considered.

2.3 Converting Fuzzy Conditions to SQL Ones
If we wish to effectively select tuples, flexible conditions should be converted into
SQL ones, because SQL is optimized for efficiently querying relational databases.
This task is explained on the approach based on the Generalized Logical Condition
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(GLC) [24]. This solution contains the usual steps for fuzzy querying: (i) converting
fuzzy conditions to SQL ones; (ii) connecting to database, selecting all candidates
(tuples which have membership degree greater than zero) and releasing a database
connection; (iii) calculating satisfaction degree for each tuple to each atomic condition; (iv) calculating overall satisfaction degree (often called matching degree). The
detailed explanation of this approach can be found in [23].
The GLC has the following structure:
n
Ai ◦ L i ,
where ⊗i=1

(2.9)

wheren denotes the number of attributes in fuzzy condition of a query,
and
⊗=
where and and or are fuzzy logical operators and
or ⎧
⎨ Ai > a, for condition high
Ai ◦ L i = Ai < b, for condition small
⎩
Ai > a and Ai < b, for condition medium
where Ai is i-th attribute included in the condition, parameters a and b delimit
supports of respective fuzzy sets explained in Sect. 1.2.2.
When the compound condition contains several atomic ones connected with the
and operator, then tuple meets partially or fully the overall condition only, if values
of all attributes belong to supports of the respective fuzzy sets.
If a where clause contains fuzzy as well as classical conditions, classical ones
could be easy added to the where clause (2.9) in the following way:
n
Ai ◦ L i [and/or] Ae > e [and/or] A f = “string" . . .
where ⊗i=1

(2.10)

Example 2.4 In this example municipalities with altitude about 900 m above sea,
high number of beds in accommodation facilities and small population density are
sought.
In the first step each linguistic term is expressed by fuzzy set. Altitude about 900 m
above sea is represented by the trapezoidal fuzzy set (1.20) with parameters: a = 850,
m 1 = 875, m 2 = 925 and b = 950. High number of beds in accommodation facilities
is expressed by the R fuzzy set (1.23) with parameters a = 450 and m = 550. Finally,
small population density is described by the L fuzzy set (1.22) with parameters
m = 120 and b = 135.
Now, we have all information for converting fuzzy into SQL query. The SQL
query is:
SELECT name
FROM municipality
WHERE (altitude > 850 and altitude < 950) and beds_accommodation > 450 and
population_density < 135.

When we have selected all tuples, we can continue with calculating their respective
matching degrees.
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2.4 Calculation of Matching Degrees
Query conditions usually consist of more than one atomic condition merged by
logical connectives. Generally, we can divide this topic into two main categories.
• The simpler category is aggregation of query conditions which have the same
significance for users and are independent, i.e. order of the execution is irrelevant
(commutative atomic conditions).
• The more complex category are queries where elementary conditions have different relevance (commutative and non-commutative queries).
Commutative queries can be solved by fuzzy implications or Ordered Weighted
Averaging Operator (OWA).
Non-commutative queries have several structures. Bipolar queries merge constraints (have to be satisfied) and wishes (is nice if are satisfied) or negative and
positive judgements, respectively. Another example is non-commutative queries
containing only constraints where answer of the first atomic condition influences
answer to the second one.
In the next several subsections these categories are examined.

2.4.1 Independent Conditions Aggregated by the “And”
Operator
This is the simplest form of aggregation. The t-norm functions (Sect. 1.3.1) are used
as and logical operator. It is well known that different t-norms produce different
matching degrees. Naturally, the following question has arisen: which t-norm is the
most suitable one?
Let us recall the well-known fact that only the minimum t-norm (1.47) is an idempotent one. This fact is one of the reasons for the wide use of this operator. However,
the minimum t-norm has a limitation. Only minimal value of all atomic conditions is
considered, that is, other atomic conditions do not influence the solution. The product
t-norm (1.48) takes into account membership degrees of all elementary conditions.
Therefore, this t-norm distinguishes records which have the same value of the lowest membership degree of atomic conditions and different values of the satisfaction
degree of other atomic conditions, but produces lower matching than the minimum
t-norm. The Łukasiewicz t-norm (1.49) produces membership degree greater than 0
only for tuples which significantly satisfy the condition, i.e.:
n
i=1

μ Ai (r ) − (n − 1) > 0

because this t-norm is a nilpotent one. The last basic t-norm is drastic product (1.50),
which is not suitable due to non-continuity and high restrictiveness.
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Table 2.2 Matching degrees calculated by different t-norms
Tuple
μP1
μP2
Min(1.47)
Prod(1.48)
r1
r2
r3

0.21
0.20
0.95

0.32
0.96
0.95

0.21
0.20
0.95

0.067
0.192
0.905

Łuk(1.49)

Drast(1.50)

0.00
0.16
0.9

0
0
0

Let us have three records which satisfy the first atomic condition (predicate) (P1 )
and the second atomic condition (P2 ) as is shown in Table 2.2.
It is obvious that tuple r 3 is the best option. But, drastic product calculates matching equal to 0. Let us now focus on tuples r 1 and r 2. The minimum t-norm prefers
the tuple r1. But, this could contradict the human reasoning when selecting the
best tuple: although the tuple r1 is only slightly better in the first atomic condition and notably worse according to the second one, it is the preferred one. The
product t-norm prefers r 2 with the membership degree lower than the values for
both atomic conditions. The Łukasiewicz t-norm calculates membership degrees
greater than 0 for the tuple r2 because r1 does not significantly satisfy both atomic
conditions.
On the other hand, if the decision depends on the matching degree, e.g. percentage
of the financial support or discount, then using non-idempotent t-norms could contradict with the usual reasoning. If tuple satisfies all atomic conditions with degree
of 0.5, then it is expectable that the percentage of support is 50 % (0.5). In case of
product t-norm the matching degree significantly decreases, when number of atomic
conditions increases. Although product t-norm is not a nilpotent one, it converges to
n
μ Ai (x) = 0.
0, when large number of atomic predicates exists, that is, limn→∞ i=1
This fact is known as the limit property of t-norms [31]. On the other hand, minimum
t-norm converges to minimal value of atomic predicates.
When we want to select only records which significantly meet the compound
predicate (overall query condition) and avoid issue discussed in the paragraph above,
then the α-cut may be the solution. But care should be taken, when not only minimum,
but also sum of atomic conditions is relevant. The nilpotent minimum t-norm (1.54)
may be the option for such tasks. Let us have two records which satisfy the first
atomic condition (P1 ) and the second atomic condition (P2 ) as is shown in Table 2.3.
According to minimum t-norm tuple r 2 is preferred. But, tuple r 1 dominates in
the first atomic condition and is slightly worse in the second one. In order to select

Table 2.3 Matching degrees calculated by minimum and nilpotent minimum t-norms
Tuple
μP1
μP2
Min(1.47)
Nilpotent
min(1.54)
r1
r2

0.80
0.40

0.30
0.35

0.30
0.35

0.30
0
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only tuples which significantly meet the compound query condition, threshold can
be used. Let us have threshold 0.33. By minimum t-norm r 1 is excluded. Contrary,
nilpotent minimum t-norm prefers tuple r 1 because μ P1 + μ P2 is higher than 1 and
therefore meets threshold value of 1 of this t-norm. To conclude this observation,
query matching degrees of tuples which pass filtre of nilpotent minimum t-norm, are
calculated in the same way as by minimum t-norm.
Contrary to the crisp conjunction, the fuzzy conjunction can be expressed by
variety of t-norms. This provides a benefit because we can model a large scale
of users’ requirements. Nevertheless, we should carefully decide which t-norm is
the most suitable in order to avoid inappropriate solutions. Hence, developers of
information systems and databases should be familiar with the fuzzy set and fuzzy
logic theory.
To summarize, when the most restrictive matching degree of atomic condition is
required, then the minimum t-norm is the appropriate solution. Furthermore, when
it is desirable that the sum of atomic predicates significantly contributes to solution,
then nilpotent minimum t-norm is an option. When users consider satisfaction degrees
of each atomic condition, then the product t-norm is the choice. In addition, if user
wishes to see in the resulting relation only tuples which significantly meet all atomic
conditions, then the Łukasiewicz t-norm, or applying α-cut on the result obtained by
product t-norm are the suitable choices.
Flexible queries can be straightforwardly adjusted for searching similar entities
[21] to the existing or ideal one. In this type of fuzzy query membership functions
are limited to triangular ones (Fig. 1.5), because support (1.9) should be limited and
membership degree equal to 1 should hold only for tuples having the same value of
analysed attribute as the reference tuple. The and connective should not be expressed
by minimum or nilpotent minimum t-norm.
If atomic conditions are merged by the or logical operator, the s-norms are applied.
This kind of queries is not further examined, but the duality principle between t-norms
and s-norms discussed in Sect. 1.3.3 helps in searching for the suitable s-norm.
Design of interfaces for commutative queries, searching for similar tuples and
related discussions are in Appendix A.1.

2.4.2 Fuzzy Preferences Among Atomic Query Conditions
The aim of preferences among atomic conditions is to distinguish more important
conditions from less important ones. In everyday tasks people rarely give the same
priority to all attributes. As an example let us take the query: select young and highly
productive employees where age is more important than productivity.
In order to solve such a query, weights wi ∈ [0, 1] can be associated with atomic
conditions. Two types of weights can be applied [49]: static and dynamic. From
the names it is obvious that the static weights are fixed, known in advance and
unchangeable during query processing, whereas for dynamic weights neither their
values nor association to criteria are fixed a priori.
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The idea for calculating the matching degree of atomic conditions Pi according
to an importance weight wi by fuzzy implication has the following form [49]:
μ(Pi∗ , r ) = (wi ⇒ μ(Pi , r )),

(2.11)

where ⇒ represents a fuzzy implication (weight implies or influences the solution).
In order to be meaningful, weights should satisfy several requirements [15]:
• if wi = 0, then the result should be such as Pi does not exist or does not have any
influence on the solution
• if wi = 1, then Pi fully influences the solution
• weights should be assigned to each atomic condition, whereas at least one weight
should have value of 1 for the most important attribute(s): maxi (wi ) = 1, i = 1...n
By applying these requirements, it is easy to conclude that the regular implications (S, Q, R—Sect. 1.3.4) such as Kleene-Dienes, Gödel and Goguen match the
requirements.
Example 2.5 In this example we check whether the Kleene-Dienes implication
(1.63) is suitable. Consider the overall query condition consisted of several atomic
n
Pi .
predicates connected with the and operator ∧i=1
For very low importance of the Pi (wi is close or equal to 0), the satisfaction of
elementary condition Pi has a very low influence on the query satisfaction, because:
wi → 0 ⇒ μ(Pi∗ , r ) → 1, where arrow means approaching the value of. In the
extreme situation (no importance at all, wi = 0), μ(Pi∗ , r ) = 1. The value of 1 is the
neutral element in the conjunction.
For maximal importance of the Pi , wi is equal to 1. The satisfaction of Pi is
essential for fulfilling the overall query, because wi → 1 ⇒ μ(Pi∗ , r ) → μ(Pi , r ).
In the same way it is possible to prove that the other regular implications are
suitable.

Using the Kleene-Dienes implication, the following query condition for the conjunction is achieved:
μ(r ) = min (maxi=1,...,n (μ(Pi , r ), 1 − wi ))
i=1,...,n

(2.12)

if the minimum function is used as a t-norm. Other t-norms can be also used. Furthermore, the Eq. (2.12) corresponds to the definition of the weighted conjunction
operator introduced in [16].
For the Gödel implication (1.67) Eq. (2.11) yields:
μ(Pi∗ , r ) =



1
μ(Pi , r )

for μ(Pi , r ) ≥ wi
for μ(Pi , r ) < wi

(2.13)

The weight wi is treated as a threshold. If predicate Pi is satisfied to a degree
greater or equal than this threshold, then the weighted condition is considered to be
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fully satisfied. Otherwise it equals to matching degree of Pi . Furthermore, it is easy
to prove that when wi = 0, regardless of value of μ(Pi , r ) the answer participates in
the conjunction with value 1 (neutral element).
Goguen implication (1.68) is another threshold-type interpretation, but the undersatisfaction of the condition is treated in a more continuous way:
μ(Pi∗ , r )


=

1

μ(Pi ,r )
wi

for μ(Pi , r ) ≥ wi
for μ(Pi , r ) < wi

(2.14)

Besides these implication functions, in some applications it is common to describe
implication by t-norms [18]. Let us see whether this assumption holds here. For the
so-called Mamdani implication (minimum t-norm), the proof of unsuitability of this
implication is simple. For no importance of Pi (μ(Pi∗ , r ) = min(wi , μ(Pi , r )) = 0)
the overall query satisfaction will be 0, because value of 0 annihilates truth values of
other atomic conditions in conjunction. It implies that the requirement: if wi = 0,
then the result should be such as if Pi does not exist or does not have influence, is
not satisfied for the Mamdani implication.
This result was expected. But the goal of this short discussion was to emphasize
that the “simplified implication” used in fuzzy reasoning does not work here.
Example 2.6 Let us have two atomic predicates: P1 having high importance (w1 = 1)
and P2 having lower importance (e.g. w2 = 0.5). Tuples and matching degrees are
shown in Table 2.4. The second and third column shows matching degrees before
applying Kleene-Dienes implication and next two after applying this implication.
Without applying preferences tuples r 1 and r 2 have the same matching degree
regardless of used t-norm (commutativity axiom). But, when predicate P1 is more
preferred, then its higher membership degree should be reflected in the solution. 
An example of interface adjusted to preferences is illustrated in Appendix A.1.
Another way for realization of preferences can be found in [47], where the authors
suggest not only crisp values, but also fuzzy sets to describe the importance value in
the additional weight clause. The importance weights can be crisp numbers from the
[0, 1] interval or fuzzy sets defined beforehand and stored in a separated database
table. The benefit for users is in the possibility to select the importance defined by
linguistic terms. The linguistic variable Preferences weight may consist of several
terms such as no importance, very low, low, medium, etc. Weights can be defined in
a similar way as relative quantifiers (Sect. 1.5), because domain is the unit interval.

Table 2.4 Preferences calculated by Kleene-Dienes implication
Tuple
μ P1 (r )
μ P2 (r )
μ P1∗ (r )
μ P2∗ (r )
r1
r2

0.9
0.4

0.4
0.9

0.9
0.4

0.5
0.9

Matching
degree (2.12)
0.5
0.4
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2.4.3 Answer to the Second Atomic Condition Depends
on the Answer to the First One
It may happen in everyday tasks that the answer to the first question influences answer
to the second one. This occurs in queries, where conditions are not independent,
contrary to the cases explained in Sects. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. In this case, the second
atomic condition is relative to the first one.
Two gradual conditions are combined in such a way that the second condition is
applied on a subset of database rows, already limited by the first one. An example of
such a query is: select companies with small number of employees (P1 ) among companies with high export (P2 ). The condition P2 (consisted of atomic or compound
condition) is defined a priori and the condition P1 is defined in a relative manner
of satisfying the condition P2 . If we permute predicates, the query is: select companies with high export (P1 ) among companies with small number of employees (P2 ).
Therefore, the result may be different.
This class of queries require focus on a limited subset of an attribute domain
instead of the whole domain (or to be more precise, the subset of the current content
of a database).
To solve such tasks efficiently, fuzzy aggregation operator called among is defined
[44]:
μ P1 among P2 = min(μ P1 /P2 (x), μ P2 (x)),

(2.15)

where μ P2 is the membership function defining fulfillment of the independent predicate and μ P1 /P2 is the membership function of the dependent predicate relative to the
independent one. The former is constructed directly from data or by user, whereas
the latter represents a transformation of the initial membership function μ P1 affected
by the independent predicate.
The construction of the μ P2 can be realized by any method mentioned in Sect. 2.2.
The construction of the μ P1 /P2 is realized by the transformation f in the following
way [44]:
μ P1 /P2 = f ◦ μ P1 ,

(2.16)




where f is the transformation between initial domain [l, h] and reduced one [l , h ]
[l  , h  ] → f : [l, h]

f (x) = l +

h −l
(x − l  )
h − l 

(2.17)

(2.18)
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Hence, the among operator is calculated as (2.15)–(2.18):
μ P1 among P2 (x) = min(μ P1 (l +

h −l

(x − l )), μ P2 (x))
h − l 

(2.19)

Another option for constructing compressed membership function (fuzzy set) is
discussed in [22]. However, this approach requires one scan and two queries. In
the first step entities satisfying the condition P2 are selected. Tuples selected by P2
create a subrelation of all tuples. It causes the compression of initial domain, i.e.
[L P1−compr , H P1−compr ] ⊆ [L P1 , H P1 ] of the dependent attribute P1 , where L P1 and
H P1 represent the lowest and the highest value of dependent attribute in the whole
relation, respectively.
In the second step, a database scan retrieves values of L P1−compr and H P1−compr .
In the third step, the fuzzy set describing dependable condition is created on the subdomain [L P1−compr , H P1−compr ] by the uniform domain covering method [44]. Even
if user can define parameters for the membership function μ P2 without suggestion
from the current database content, defining the membership function for μ P1 /P2 on
the interval [L P1−compr , H P1−compr ] depends on the selected tuples in the first step.
Therefore, this step should be automatized.
Finally in the last step, the overall query matching degree is calculated by (2.15).
This procedure is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Example 2.7 A small survey is conducted to find expensive books among books
with small number of pages. Books from a bookshop are shown in Table 2.5. Independent predicate number of pages is small is expressed as L fuzzy set (Fig. 1.8) with
parameters m = 200 and b = 250. This condition returns five books, which fully or
partially match independent predicate, shown in Table 2.6.

Fig. 2.3 The procedure for calculating matching degree when dependable condition is not defined
a priori but in a relative manner
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Table 2.5 Books in a
bookshop

Book

Pages

Price

Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4
Book 5
Book 6
Book 7
Book 8
Book 9
Book 10

420
500
290
210
100
120
225
240
310
300

60
25
50
36
45
38
10
50
70
30

Table 2.6 Selected books
from Table 2.5 by
independent condition

Book

Pages

Price

Book 4
Book 5
Book 6
Book 7
Book 8

210
100
120
225
240

36
45
38
10
50

It is now a straightforward task to detect in the Table 2.6 the smallest value
(L compr = 10) and the highest value (Hcompr = 50) in the subdomain of price
attribute.
In the next step, by the uniform domain covering method parameters of fuzzy set
price is high are calculated: θ = 41 (Hcompr − L compr ) = 10, ε = 21 θ = 5 and then
the price is high set is expressed as R fuzzy set with parameters a = C = 35 and
m 1 = D = 40 (Fig. 2.2). Finally, by (2.15) the result is shown in Table 2.7.
Clearly, if permutation of attributes is realized, then the answer may be different.
If a survey searches for small paged books among expensive ones, then the high
price is analysed on the whole domain and small number of pages on the reduced
subdomain. By the same procedure, the answer consists of two books: Book 3 and
Book 8 with the matching degree of 0.33 each.


Table 2.7 Solution by the among connective
Book
Pages
μ Pages (r )
Price
Book 5
Book 6
Book 4
Book 8

100
120
210
240

1
1
0.8
0.2

45
38
36
50

μ Price/Pages (r ) Among
1
0.6
0.2
1

1
0.6
0.2
0.2
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The commutativity and monotonicity properties are not satisfied, whereas the
associativity and existence of unit element are [44]. The associativity property allows
creating encapsulated dependencies, e.g. P1 among P2 among P3 . It is crucial for
users to properly define parentheses. The condition could be for example, (small
polluted municipalities among high sized) among high unemployed as well as small
polluted municipalities among (high sized among high unemployed).
Predicates P1 , P2 could be atomic conditions such as in Examples 2.7 and A.4
or compound ones, for instance select municipalities with (small altitude and high
pollution) (P1 ) among municipalities with (high unemployment and high population density) (P2 ). The same discussion related to choice of suitable conjunction
in Sect. 2.4.1 holds here for calculating matching degrees inside the dependent and
independent compound predicates.
The interface from cases examined in Appendix A.1 has been adjusted to this
kind of tasks in Appendix A.2.

2.4.4 Constraints and Wishes
Not all requirements for data can be represented as constraints. When people express
their requirements they could have in mind wishes as well. A suitable example is
find hotel which has low price and possibly short distance to point M. The budget
is the limitation; we cannot afford something beyond our budget. The distance is a
wish. We would prefer shorter walk, if possible. These tasks can be solved either
by bipolar queries (where conditions are fully independent), or by non-commutative
operators keeping the wishes and constraints together. In the book the focus is put
on the latter, due to simpler way for creating applications for non-expert users. In
order to mention both aspects, bipolar queries are discussed as well.
We can formally write query as [48]: find tuples satisfying N and if possible P,
where N denotes negative preference and P describes positive preference. Answer
to a bipolar query is written in the following way:
A Q f bp = {r | N (r ) and possibly P(r )}

(2.20)

It is evident that this kind of queries is not commutative. Query short distance
and possible low price has a different semantic meaning (budget is not a problem
but distance is).
This type of queries cannot be solved by and operator, weights or averaging
aggregations. Let us consider the low price and short distance atomic predicates
from the aforementioned example. When both predicates are either fully satisfied, or
fully rejected the answer is clear. When low price is fully unsatisfied, then the answer
should be zero, regardless of the satisfaction degree of short distance. But, when low
price predicate is fully satisfied and short distance predicate fully unsatisfied, the
answer should be lower than 1, but greater than 0. Weight attached to the short
distance predicate is not able to provide solution.
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The first attempt to solve bipolar queries (2.20) was realized for crisp ones. In this
classical approach the condition for tuple r is expressed as [33]:
N (r ) and possibly P(r ) = N (r ) ∧ ∃s(N (s) ∧ P(s)) ⇒ P(r )

(2.21)

In the first step tuples satisfying N are selected from a database. This step ensures
that tuples which do not satisfy N are not considered. If no tuple meets N , then
answer to bipolar query is empty. In the second step tuple r is preferred, if no other
tuples satisfies P or tuple r in the best way satisfies P. The approach: first to select
by using N , then to order by using P cannot be directly applied when satisfaction is
a matter of degree [14, 48].
The crisp structure of the bipolar query (2.21) is expressed in fuzzy terms in the
following way [48]:
A Q (N ,P,R) = {(r, μ(r )) | min(N (r ), max(1 − maxs∈R min(N (s) ∧ P(s)), P(r )))},
(2.22)
where (N , P, R) means answer to N and P against the set of tuples R. This equation is the generalization of the (2.21) from crisp to fuzzy logic. Quantifier ∃ is
modelled by the maximum operator. The implication is characterized by the KleeneDienes one (1.63). Minimum t-norm, maximum s-norm and standard negation form
a triplet characteristic by the fact that minimum t-norm is dual to maximum s-norm
when the standard negation is applied. Other triplets like (Łukasiewicz t-norm and
s-norm, standard negation) or (product, probabilistic sum, standard negation) can
be also applied, if reinforcement effect is needed (different functions provide different matching degrees). Influences of different functions for quantifier, implication,
t-norm and s-norm on the solution are discussed in [48].
Formula (2.22) expresses the global interpretation of the term and if possible, i.e.
checking whether the constraint is satisfied by at least one tuple from the dataset
considered and comparing with other tuples. On the other side, in the local interpretation (Sect. 2.4.4.2) satisfying the constraint provides a benefit to the tuple, but there
is no need to compare with the other tuples.
Example 2.8 Let us have four houses satisfying N (low price) and P (short distance) with degrees depicted in Table 2.8. The matching degree to query condition
obtained by the bipolar and if possible operator (2.22) is in the last column. The high
satisfaction of wish is not as important as high satisfaction of constraint. Furthermore, influences of other tuples are considered. In the first step, tuples satisfying N
are considered. This step ensures that tuples which do not satisfy N are excluded.
In the second step tuple r is preferred, if no other tuples better meet P or tuple r
satisfies P. Hence, the best house is H o1.
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Table 2.8 Bipolar and if possible operator
House
N (r )
Ho 1
Ho 2
Ho 3
Ho 4

0.8
0.8
0.2
0.1

P(r )

A Q (N ,P,R) (r ) (2.22)

0.5
0.3
0.7
0.9

0.7
0.5
0.2
0.1

The second approach for managing bipolarity is based on the possibility theory
[14]. The answer is measured on bipolar scales: either on one scale, where the middle
point is neutral and ends bear extreme positive or extreme negative values; or on two
scales, one scale measures the positive and the other one negative preferences. The
third approach for bipolar queries is based on the lexicographic ordering [3]. In this
approach degrees for N and P are evaluated separately, i.e. no aggregation between
constraint and wish is performed.

2.4.4.2

Non-commutative Operators

Four non-commutative operators have been introduced in [4]:
•
•
•
•

P1
P1
P1
P1

and if possible P2 —relaxation of conjunction
or else P2 —intensification of disjunction
all the more as P2
all the less as P2

In this book first two operators are considered. Instead of bipolarity, this approach is
focused on relaxing conjunction and intensification disjunction, respectively. These
operators are also called asymmetric conjunction and asymmetric disjunction correspondingly.
Bosc and Pivert [4] created the following six axioms in order to formally write
and if possible operator:
• is less restrictive than the and operator (P1 and P2 ), i.e. α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) ≥ min(μ P1 ,
μ P2 )
• is more drastic than only constraint (P1 ) appears, i.e. α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) ≤ μ P1 ;
• is increasing in constraints argument, i.e. a ≥ b ⇒ α(a, c) ≥ α(b, c);
• is increasing in wishes argument, i.e. b ≥ c ⇒ α(a, b) ≥ α(a, c);
• has asymmetric behaviour, i.e. α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = α(μ P2 , μ P1 );
• P1 and i f possible P2 is equivalent to P1 and i f possible (P1 and P2 ), i.e.
α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = α(μ P1 , min(μ P1 , μ P2 )).
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Hence, function h of the structure:
α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = min(μ P1 , h(μ P1 , μ P2 ))

(2.23)

is sought.
From the aforementioned axioms and structure, the following operator is created
[4]:
α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = min(μ P1 , k · μ1 + (1 − k)μ P2 ),

(2.24)

where μ1 is the satisfaction degree to a constraint, μ2 is the satisfaction degree to
a wish and k ∈ [0, 1] expresses relation between constraint and wish. If k = 0, the
result is ordinal minimum t-norm; if k = 1, the result depends only on constraint P1 .
If k = 0.5 is chosen, the operator is:
α(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = min(μ P1 ,

μ P1 + μ P2
)
2

(2.25)

At the first glance, when we consider P1 as N and P2 as P, then it could be the
bipolar query as expressed in Sect. 2.4.4.1. However, this and if possible operator
cannot handle bipolarity, because α does not keep both P1 and P2 separated. Anyway,
this operator can efficiently solve many practical tasks where connective merges
constraints and wishes.
Example 2.9 A client of real estate agency searches for a non expensive flat and
if possible near the lake. In order to focus on and if possible operator, steps of
constructing fuzzy sets and retrieving tuples from the database are skipped. Flats and
respective membership degrees are in Table 2.9. This table illustrates satisfaction of
aforementioned axioms. In case of symmetric conjunction flats Ft6 and Ft7 are
indistinguishable. By operator (2.24) high satisfaction of wish is not as important
as high satisfaction of constraint. Furthermore, if wish is fully non-satisfied, then
the matching degree to constraint is lowered; if constraint is fully non-satisfied,
then the tuple’s matching degree is 0. Hence, averaging operators cannot be applied.
Furthermore, when minimum function is applied both attributes are constraints.
The formula (2.24) corresponds to the local interpretation of constraints and
wishes, that is, each tuple is examined independently. The first row in Table 2.8 and
third row in Table 2.9 have the same membership degrees to constraints and wishes,
but the calculated matching degree is higher by (2.22) than by (2.25), because in
Table 2.8 this tuple dominates other tuples which is reflected in the matching degree.
Clearly, result by (2.24) for k = 0 and k = 1 does not correspond with the minimum operator and using only constraint, respectively (Table 2.9). Matching degree
is approaching to the result obtained by minimum t-norm (1.47), when parameter k
is approaching to the value of 0.
If we try to model preferences and wishes as conditions with different priorities
(Sect. 2.4.2), then the solution is not the same. Although, some tuples could have the
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Table 2.9 Non expensive flats and if possible near to the lake
Flat
μ L P (r )
μ S D (r )
α(r )(2.25)

Min (μ L P , μ S D )

Ft 1
Ft 2
Ft 3
Ft 4
Ft 5
Ft 6
Ft 7
Ft 8
Ft 9

1
0.8
0.8
1
0.8
0.6
0.1
0
0.9

0.7
0.8
0.5
0
0.1
0.1
0.6
1
0.4

0.85
0.8
0.65
0.5
0.45
0.35
0.1
0
0.65

0.7
0.8
0.5
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0.4

where μ L P (r ) stands for membership degree to low price and μ S D (r ) to short distance

same matching degree calculated by (2.12) when weights of 1 and 0.5, correspondingly to constraint and wish in (2.25) are used (e.g. for matching degrees of 0.8 and
0.2), care should be taken, as the meanings of the queries is different. It is illustrated
on tuples Ft9 in Table 2.9 and tuple r 1 in Table 2.4. Even though these tuples have
the same satisfaction degrees, the matching degree is different.

Analogously, the or else is dually defined, i.e. operator should be more drastic
than the or, because P2 is not a full alternative to P1 ; less restrictive than using only
P1 ; must have asymmetric behaviour (the permutation of P1 and P2 gives different
result); monotonic in both constraints and wishes; P1 or else P2 is equivalent to
P1 or else (P1 or P2 ). From these axioms the following operator appears [4]:
β(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = max(μ P1 , k · μ1 + (1 − k)μ P2 ),

(2.26)

where variables have the same meaning as in (2.24). If k = 0, the result is ordinal
maximum s-norm (1.59). If k = 1, the result depends only on alternative P1 . If
k = 0.5 is chosen, the or else operator yields:
β(μ P1 , μ P2 ) = max(μ P1 ,

μ P1 + μ P2
)
2

(2.27)

Construction of fuzzy sets for constraints and wishes could be modelled as independent. Construction of fuzzy sets for N does not have influence on construction
of fuzzy sets for P (in Example 2.9 low price for constraint and short distance for
wish). It depends on users, which way for construction of fuzzy sets is chosen.
An interface covering constraints and wishes and construction of fuzzy set from
data is demonstrated in Appendix A.2.
Constraints P and wishes N could contain atomic or compound conditions. A
compound condition could be of any form mentioned above, e.g. (unemployment is
high and pollution is small) and if possible (population density is high and altitude
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is small). As braces suggest, firstly, membership degrees inside constraint and wish
are calculated. Secondly, asymmetric conjunction is applied.

2.4.5 Quantified Queries
This class of database queries uses linguistic quantifiers in query conditions. These
conditions can be used as nested subqueries, especially for the relationship 1:N such
as REGION-DISTRICT or CUSTOMER-ORDER. An example of such a query is
select districts where about half of municipalities have high altitude.
The second application is in query relaxation tasks. A query usually consists of
n
Pi ). The answer is
several atomic predicates merged by the and connective (∧i=1
empty, even if only one atomic predicate is not satisfied (whereas values of attribute
for several tuples almost “touch” the space delimited by the predicate), or none of
predicates is satisfied. When all atomic predicates must be satisfied, then the and
connective is option. Otherwise, quantified query is a solution.
Users may be interested in tuples which meet majority of atomic predicates. In this
way the query is of structure select tuples where Q of {P1 , P2 ,..., Pn } is satisfied [29]
where Pi (i = 1, ..., n) can be either crisp or fuzzy condition and Q is a linguistic
quantifier most of, but other quantifiers such as about half and few can be also applied.
Furthermore, constraints and wishes can be applied on quantified queries. This
query is of structure Q C o f {Pi } and i f possible Q W o f {P j }, where Q C stands
for quantifier appearing in constraint part of the query and Q W stands for quantifier
explaining wish part of the query. These queries can be solved by bipolar approaches
or asymmetric conjunction. The former is suggested in [26] to be applied (2.22) on
quantified preferences and wishes. The latter is suggested in [19] adjusting (2.24) to
quantified preferences and wishes.
In addition, quantified queries mitigate empty answer problem, because these
queries are less restrictive than queries created by the and connective. Empty answer
problems are discussed in Sect. 2.5.
Example 2.10 The task is to find suitable village for building house. The relevant
predicates could be: altitude above sea level around 1500 m (P1 ), small population
density (P2 ), medium area of village size (P3 ), low pollution (P4 ), high number of
sunny days (P5 ), short distance to the region capital (P6 ) and positive reviews about
village (P7 ). It is highly presumable that none of villages meets all predicates in a
7
Pi , even though predicates have flexible boundaries.
query of the structure i=1
In order to solve this problem user may say that village should be considered, if it
meets majority of predicates. Let us further say that P1 , P2 , P3 and P4 are constraints
and P5 , P6 and P7 are wishes.
This example is solved in Chap. 3, where other parts required for coping with such
a query are introduced.

Quantified queries expressed by linguistic quantifiers and fuzzy or crisp predicates
are basic building blocks for linguistic summaries. In this case the answer is not a set
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of tuples and their respective matching degrees, but the truth degree of the sentence.
For instance, marketing department is curious to know whether most of middle-aged
customers have short payment delay. Because linguistic summaries are separated
topic in this book, Chap. 3 is dedicated to them.

2.4.6 Querying Changes of Attributes over Time
Particular interest is focused on analysing development of attributes over time to
reveal trends, changes and to forecast future developments. Theory of time series is
a mature science field capable to cope with broad variety of tasks and trends. The
intent of this section is not to contribute to this field, but to show how fuzzy queries
can be used for retrieving tuples of preferred or critical trends. An example of such a
query is select municipalities which have high positive change (increase) in length of
roads. Similarly, the aim of query select customers which have almost no change in
amounts of orders is to identify customers not influenced by the marketing campaign.
In these cases, queries are not focused on attributes and their respective values,
but on difference between values in target year Yt and reference (initial) year Yi .
Hence, the difference is theoretically value form the interval [−∞, ∞] with neutral
element 0 (no change).
The usual terminology of expressing changes in fuzzy control is used in this
section. The inspiration for construction of fuzzy sets has arisen from fuzzy controls
of technical systems. Changes in the left half of the interval are labelled as negative,
e.g. negative small, negative medium and negative high. Correspondingly, changes in
the right part of the interval are labelled as positive small, positive medium and positive high. Finally, changes around value of 0 are labelled as almost zero. Linguistic
variable change and possible definitions of its terms are plotted in Fig. 2.4.
In many fields, including municipal statistics or customer relationship management this way of naming could be weird. Lets us consider changes in pollution. If
pollution significantly decreases, e.g. by value of −75 %, it can be hardly expressed
as negative high change for inhabitants. On the other side, employment is an attribute
for which the meaning of positive and negative changes are opposite. In this book
we use terms as shown in Fig. 2.4 naming negative change for values lower than 0.
If changes are not stored in the database, then change is calculated as compound
attribute for a tuple r in the following way:
Acr =

AYtr − AYir
· 100,
AYir

(2.28)
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Fig. 2.4 Fuzzification of the linguistic variable change

where Acr is a change of tuple r for attribute A, AYtr is a value of attribute A in
a target year and AYir is a value of attribute A in an initial or referenced year. An
example of this kind of query is demonstrated in Appendix A.3.
Therefore, this is an additional computational effort, but compensated with an
efficient way for identifying tuples with critical or preferred changes.
Moreover, this kind of queries can be extended with all aforementioned
approaches: commutative query conditions (e.g. select municipalities which have
high positive change in length of roads and high positive change in employment),
preferences between atomic conditions, constraints and wishes, quantified queries
(e.g. select regions where most of municipalities has almost no change in gas consumption).

2.5 Empty and Overabundant Answers
Queries (either crisp or fuzzy) contain a logical condition which delimits tuples we
are looking for. As a result of the query two extreme situations may occur: no data
or very large amount of data satisfy the query condition. The user is confronted with
informativeness of the result. In some cases, these answers are informative enough,
e.g. empty answer of the condition customers in payment delay means that all of
them meet the payment deadline and therefore no reminder should be generated.
In other cases, the main objective is to solve the problem; that is, to obtain a
non-empty result to inform users, why an empty answer occurred and how close are
tuples to meet the query condition. The opposite holds for an overabundant answer.
A survey [7] has provided a detailed insight into these two problems.
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2.5.1 Empty Answer Problem
The empty answer problem simply means that no data match the query condition.
The fuzzy query Q f (2.6) results in an empty set if A Q f = ∅. It could be useful to
provide some alternative data which almost match query condition. This problem was
initially recognized in [1], where linguistic modifiers were suggested as a solution.
The goal of these modifiers is to slightly modify fuzzy sets in order to obtain a
less restrictive variant of query condition which may return some data and remains
semantically close to the initial query.
This problem appears in crisp queries more frequently due to sharp conditions
(Examples 2.2 and 2.11). Making conditions flexible mitigates, but not fully eliminates this problem.
Generally, the query Q (either crisp or fuzzy) is transformed into a less restrictive
variant Q T by the transformation T of the condition. The querying process is then
repeated until the answer is not empty, or the modified query condition is semantically
far from the original one.
In bipolar queries and asymmetric conjunction (and if possible) answer is empty,
if no tuple meets the constraint part. The satisfaction of wish is not so relevant for
the occurrence of empty answer. Hence, transformation should be primarily focused
on the constraint part.
Example 2.11 A simple example is selecting high players for a basketball team. The
condition is where height > 200 cm. If query ends as empty, there are two possibilities:
heights of all players are far from 200 cm or some of them almost meet the condition.
Hence, query is transformed into a less restrictive one by transformation T = 200−5,
i.e. relaxed query is: where height > 195 cm. If relaxed query returns no players, next
transformation creates condition where height > 190 cm, and so on. The process
of successive transformations should stop when some players are selected or the
transformed query is far from the initial one, e.g. condition where height > 175 cm
could be hardly considered as a selection condition for high basketball players.
The main drawback is in the satisfaction degree which is always of the value
of 1 for all selected records. It is why there is no difference in membership degrees
of records selected in any of transformed queries. The same problem was discussed
in Sect. 2.1 in Fig. 2.1.

In [8] the following approaches to defeat the empty answer problem are recognized: the linguistic modifier-based approach, the fuzzy relative closeness-based
approach and the absolute proximity-based approach. In these approaches the query
weakening process should meet the following constraints for each predicate involved
in the weakening process [7]:
C1 : ∀x ∈ D, μT (P) (x) ≥ μ P (x),

(2.29)

where x is the value of the attribute A in the domain D. The transformation T does
not decrease the membership degree for any tuple in domain D of attribute A for
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predicate P. Tuples in transformed query should have higher membership degree
because, this query is less restrictive.


C2 : suppor t (P) = {x | μ P (x) > 0} ⊂ suppor t (T (P)) = x | μT (P) (x) > 0
(2.30)
The transformation extends the support (1.9) of fuzzy set included in the condition.
In the case of trapezoidal fuzzy set in Fig. 1.7, the support is the [a, b] interval
constructed for the predicate P. It means that the condition is relaxed (parameter a
is transformed to lower value, whereas parameter b is transformed to higher value)
to retrieve more tuples.


C3 : cor e (P) = {x | μ P (x) = 1} = cor e (T (P)) = x | μT (P) (x) = 1
(2.31)
The transformation preserves the core (1.10) of fuzzy set. The transformed query
cannot retrieve more tuples, which fully meet the relaxed condition than the initial
query condition. This is a significant difference between relaxing crisp and fuzzy
query. This requirement emphasizes the benefit for relaxing fuzzy queries in comparison to the relaxation of the crisp ones (Example 2.11).
An example of the original predicate (P) and the transformed one (T (P)) according to the requirements C1–C3 (2.29–2.31) is plotted in Fig. 2.5 for the condition
expressed by the triangular fuzzy set and in Fig. 2.6 for the condition expressed by
the L fuzzy set. The transformation for the trapezoidal fuzzy set is shown in [7].
If a singleton fuzzy set (Fig. 1.10) is used, then it could be transformed into less
restrictive triangular fuzzy set. Requirement C3 causes that the membership degree
is equal to 1 only for tuples having value of attribute equal to m (1.24). In this way,
a sharp number is transformed into less restrictive triangular fuzzy number.
In order to ensure that the retrieved records are not semantically far from the
initial query condition, the stopping criterion should be incorporated. In cases of the
first and the third approaches aforementioned no intrinsic semantic limit is provided.
Hence, the user has to specify a set of non-adequate data. In case of searching high
basketball players the set for stopping criterion might be explained by the sharp limit
height not smaller than 185 cm, i.e. Cc = {x ∈ D|x < 185}. Set Cc is defined by its

Fig. 2.5 Weakening of the
condition defined by a
triangular fuzzy set
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Fig. 2.6 Weakening of the
condition defined by a L
fuzzy set

Fig. 2.7 Requirement C4 is
activated for the T (T (r ))

characteristic function ϕc (x) on the domain D. Applied on the fuzzy condition, the
additional requirement C4 is as follows (Fig. 2.7):
C4 : min(μT (P) (x), 1 − ϕc (x)) = 0

(2.32)

Concerning the requirements C1–C3 (2.29–2.31), the stopping criterion says that
the weakening process stops, when the answer to modified Q f is not empty. The
constraint C4 (2.32) ensures that only tuples which are not semantically far from the
initial query are selected. When during the weakening process the transformation
T (T (P)...) enters into the core of Cc , it causes that C4 gets value of 0 (because
1 − ϕc (x) = 0) and therefore weakening process stops. In this way the relaxation is
controlled.
Instead of the crisp set Cc we can construct fuzzy set Fc , a set of more or less
non-adequate data.
Aforementioned approaches deal with the local weakening, that is, the basic weakening transformation applies to each atomic condition.
The further approach is focused on replacing the query which caused an empty
answer by a semantically similar one which has been already processed and provided
non-empty answer [2].
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2.5.2 Overabundant Answer Problem
The opposite situation arises when a large amount of tuples satisfies the query condition. The query Q f results in overabundant answer if the cardinality of A Q f (2.6)
is too large.
To recognize the empty answer problem is a trivial task. In the case of an overabundant answer problem, it is the opposite. It is not easy to answer the question,
where lies the boundary between non-overabundant and overabundant answers. It
depends on the user, how many tuples he wants to obtain, and on the number of
tuples in the database.
From the theoretical point of view the problems concerning empty and overabundant or plethoric answers are dual. The ways how to solve overabundant answer
problems are examined in [7]. Generally, two situations might arise: too many tuples
fully meet a query condition and/or too many tuples partially meet a query condition.
The first situation requires intensification of the query condition; that is, reduction
of the core of fuzzy sets in order to reduce the number of tuples that fully meet
the query condition. This process is dual to the weakening process expressed by
requirements (2.29)–(2.32). At the first glance it is evident that this transformation
is not applicable on triangular and singleton fuzzy sets.
Example 2.12 Case 1: Large number of customers fully meet the condition
turnover = 950. We cannot reduce the core, because it is expressed as singleton.
The possible solution is adding an additional suitable atomic condition semantically
close to the initial query.
Case 2: Large number of customers fully meet the condition turnover about 950,
where the term is expressed as a trapezoidal fuzzy set. Hence, the answer can be
reduced by the intensification of the flat segment in the initial query condition. 
At the first glance the second situation is easy to solve, because the theory of
fuzzy sets offers several options. The first one is expressing the and operator with
the Łukasiewicz t-norm or nilpotent minimum t-norm, because tuples which do not
significantly match the query condition are excluded. The second option is the α-cut
(1.15). For example, the threshold clause [6, 47] could solve this problem. However,
a situation when very large number of answers has the same maximal score (different
from value of 1) might occur [20]. In this case the intensification of condition is not the
solution. These records will have again the same, although lower membership degree
to the answer. α-cuts and the more restrictive t-norms are not applicable as well. The
solution could consist in adding additional elementary condition semantically close
to the initial one. An approach for adding a semantically similar attribute to the query
condition in order to obtain more restrictive solution is suggested in [10]. Additional
possible option are fuzzy functional dependencies [41, 46] which are useful in the
process of mining related attributes. A related attribute could be connected by the
and operator to intensify the initial query condition.
Aforementioned approaches cope with these problems mainly, when they appear:
after the query realization. Another possibility is revealing information about possible
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risk of empty and overabundant answers. The first approach is the pre-computation
of the summary of database in order to retrieve information about distribution of data
in domains or parts of domains limited by the created query condition, which is about
to be realized. In this way a single scan of databases provides relevant information
about fuzzy cardinality [40]. The second approach is construction of fuzzy sets for
linguistic conditions directly from data discussed in Sect. 2.2.
Anyway, from the practical point of view, the empty answer problem is more
relevant for users than the overabundant one. The empty sheet of data provides
limited information about data in databases, whereas the sheet containing a large
number of tuples could be filtered by several other methods in spreadsheet software
tools, for example.

2.6 Some Issues Related to Practical Realization
From the user’s point of view, fuzzy queries are seen as akin to human-oriented
languages, as they offer for the user to linguistically formulate query conditions, i.e.
manage vagueness in queries for searching relevant tuples.
The purpose of an interface is to offer for non-expert users the ability to ask for data
without necessity to know the complexity of relational database and fuzzy sets and
fuzzy logic theory. There are many articles dealing with the user-friendly interfaces
at disposal, e.g. [21, 27, 37, 39, 43]. The appropriate user’s interface is immanent for
the acceptance of flexible queries by variety of users. It means that topics discussed in
this chapter need to be offered for users and managed in an efficient and appropriate
way. In addition, presenting retrieved records and their matching degrees in useful
and understandable ways is also a very important task. In Appendix A interfaces
for managing several kinds of fuzzy queries for the municipal statistics database are
discussed including presentation of solutions in tables and speculation on merging
of matching degrees with polynomial areas in thematic maps.
The architecture used in this book is shown in Fig. 2.8. The mathematical background is based on the GLC (2.9), (2.10). The kernel of the application is used in
next chapters.
The operations of two-valued logic meet all axioms of Boolean algebra, namely
excluded middle, contradiction and idempotency, whereas operations of fuzzy logic
do not meet all of them [35]. At the first glance violation of the excluded middle and contradiction axioms could be considered as problematic, because user
could expect that the and connective between proposition and its negation should be
always 0. However, uncertainty in belonging to a proposition is reflected in belonging to its negation and therefore higher value than 0 is acceptable. Although this fact
is disputable from the theoretical point of view (some solutions exist how to solve
it, e.g. interpolative realization of Boolean algebra [35, 36]), this is not a significant
problem in querying.
The fact which is more problematic, is the lack of satisfying the idempotency
axiom (1.53) for all t-norms, except the minimum t-norm (1.47). Let us look at
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Fig. 2.8 A possible architecture of the flexible querying

two queries: A is High and A is High and A is High, where μ(r ) < 1. Some t-norms
provide different answers to the first and the second query, namely the product (1.48)
and Łukasiewicz (1.49) t-norms. Moreover, in the case when μ(r ) < 0.5 and using
Łukasiewicz t-norm, the result is 0. This kind of query is not a realistic one, but if
the user has the freedom to create fuzzy queries over a list of database attributes,
these situations might lead (for example in the testing of a software application)
to speculation of general applicability of fuzzy queries in the practice. This kind
of query could appear either as a mistake during the construction of the condition
or by purpose during testing application. There is a simple solution: check, before
query realization, whether the user doubled the same atomic condition (semantics
of query). If it is true, then the doubled atomic condition should be excluded from
query. It especially holds, when other than minimum or nilpotent minimum t-norms
are used. Developers of classical queries do not need to focus their attention on this
problem, because classical conjunction is idempotent.
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A powerful scenario for using flexible queries consists of the topics mentioned in
Sects. 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5. In the first step, parameters of linguistic terms, preferences,
bipolarities between elementary conditions, threshold and appropriate aggregation
functions are created in cooperation between user and application. In this way occurrence of empty and overabundant answers is significantly mitigated. Even though,
empty and overabundant answers might appear. In this case, software and user should
cooperate to solve these problems.
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